
Photogrammetry Processing: Meshroom
For this tutorial, we’ll be using Meshroom. It’s an open-sourced Photogrammetry processing 
software based on the Alicevision framework. The teams behind the software have made significant
performance updates since its inception in 2018, which is why we’ve updated this tutorial to base it 
entirely around this free software.

Meshroom Documentation

It’s worth mentioning that at realities.io, our go-to Photogrammetry processing software is Reality 
Capture, primarily because our image datasets can be large (2,000–20,000) and heavy (42mp per 
image), so reducing processing time is absolutely essential for our project turnaround times. 
However, we’re quite impressed with the progress made with Meshroom as well as its flexibility for
different workflows and pipelines and are eager to see what developers can do with it.

Transfer images to PC
For iPhone + Mac users, the Airdrop workflow is quite decent. Select up to ~150 images at a time, 
and airdrop them to your Mac.

For PC users, we’ve used Google Drive to upload and transfer images. Android phones do have an 
advantages of granting root access to your files via USB, so transferring images without needing to 
upload to a cloud location is great.

Finish up by making a main project folder, and a subfolder called Images that contain your image 
dataset.

https://alicevision.org/#meshroom
http://capturingreality.com/
http://capturingreality.com/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17HYtYS1tvx053k3_nO6Z2GnP2R3cXMlGMN-1WIe3kJE/edit#heading=h.b0nh1zeg96rr
https://alicevision.org/#about
https://github.com/alicevision/AliceVision


The simple 1-step, full Photogrammetry 
processing button!

If you’d like a quick, no hassle result of your work, you can import your images and press Start 
and Meshroom will align, mesh, and texture the capture.

This works great, but typically the end result will be much higher poly than you’d need.

We recommend adding a MeshDecimate node to decimate the mesh to a usable poly count.

• right click in the Graph Editor, select MeshDecimate.
• right click on the link between MeshFiltering and Texturing nodes and click Remove.
• Click on MeshDecimate and in its Attributes, change the Max Vertices setting to 50,000 

(adjust this amount up if you have a bigger scene that needs more dense mesh).
• Connect the MeshDecimate node to MeshFiltering and Texturing as seen bellow.

MeshDecimate node
• Right click on Texturing node, and select Compute.

Once it’s done, double click on the Texturing node to load it into the 3D Viewer.



You can also hide the StructureFromMotion point cloud and cameras by clicking on the eye icon to 
get a better view of your textured mesh



To export the textured mesh, right click on the Texturing node and select Open Folder. You can 
also find it in this directory:

“…\[PROJECTFOLDER]\MeshroomCache\Texturing\…”

The mesh will most likely have a lot of polygons, a bunch of the surrounding reconstructed, and a 
few 8k textures.

HOWEVER, it’s common that there are parameters you can optimize to get better camera 
alignment, better mesh quality, and better texture.

The following steps will go through various nodes and settings that can help you achieve better 
results.



The Detailed Photogrammetry processing 
steps

Nodes based iteration system
Before we begin jumping into tweaking settings, you should know how Meshroom’s node based 
system is fantastic for iterating on tweaking settings, processing, and comparing the results.

For any node, if you’d like to change a setting to see how it affects its results, you can right click, 
and select the “Duplicate >>”. This will duplicate that node and every node after (which is useful 
because it’s hard to remember how to link all the nodes together and in which order).

You will see how we’ll use this iteration system for getting the best results of our mesh for our 
needs.

Image and camera properties
Step 1: Drag and drop the images into the Images sidebar.

Make sure the Meshroom is detecting the correct camera and lens properties by hovering over 
the green icon on the images. If you’re using a common phone or camera, you should be just fine.

If not, you can look up your lens and sensor parameters and manually input them [guide].

https://docs.google.com/document/d/17HYtYS1tvx053k3_nO6Z2GnP2R3cXMlGMN-1WIe3kJE/edit#heading=h.o6un1xdzgvld


Feature matching and Camera alignment
The first step to Photogrammetry processing is feature extraction and camera alignment.

Meshroom loads with all the Photogrammetry nodes you need. Don’t be put off by how many nodes
there are. You don’t really need to know what each does to be able to able to get good results. But 
with this tutorial, you’ll understand what each “cluster” of nodes do.

I spaced out the alignment nodes cluster for clarity.

For simple subjects like the brick fireplace subject we picked, where the subject is not reflective, the
surrounding is visible and full of features, and I systematically moved between each image and 
ensured overlap between each image, we should be confident that the images should all properly 
align.

Step 2: Right-click on the StructureFromMotion node and click Compute. Meshroom will 
process all the nodes up until that node.

If successful, you should have all your images align (in my case, 97 images) and produce a sparse 
point cloud.



If you have less than 300 images, Meshroom recommends that you increase the FeatureExtraction 
node “Describer Preset” to High from Normal. All this means is that the feature extraction 
algorithm will find and use more features per image to find precise alignment of the cameras in the 
scene (which also means it will take more time to process, but for small datasets, it’s not very 
significant).

If you’re having alignment problems,

• In FeatureExtraction, increase the Describer preset to High or Ultra.
• In FeatureExtraction, turn on Guided Matching setting.
• In the FeatureExtraction, FeatureMatching, and StructureFromMotion nodes, change the 

Describer Types to AKAZE (default: SIFT). Meshroom documentation says “it may improve
results from some surfaces like skin as it is more affine invariant than SIFT and can help 
recover connections when you have not enough images in input”.

Depthmaps and Meshing
The next step after camera alignment is to generate depth maps and create a mesh (the geometry of 
the Photogrammetry scene).

NOTE: Generating DepthMaps ONLY works for Nvidia equipped PC’s, so for everyone else, 
you’ll have to use Draft Meshing and skip generating Depthmaps.

Again, I’ve arranged the nodes in clusters for the sake of this tutorial.

Step 3: Right click on Meshfiltering and click Process. Go and have some coffee, this step will 
take the longest.

https://github.com/alicevision/meshroom/wiki/Draft-Meshing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17HYtYS1tvx053k3_nO6Z2GnP2R3cXMlGMN-1WIe3kJE/edit#heading=h.115ap0i44g0c


Once it’s done it should look like this:

As you can see, it produced a mesh with 3.9mil polygons and a fair bit of the surrounding 
environment (which we don’t really need).

Improving Mesh Quality

If you’d like to improve the meshing quality of the subject, there are a few settings to tweak.

To decrease meshing the surrounding,

• in the Meshing node, you can increase Min Observations Angle for SfM Space Estimation 
much higher to discard meshing the surrounding

To have a denser mesh reconstruction (higher poly count),

• in the Meshing node, you can increase Max Input Points and Max Points (this is limited by 
your PC’s RAM. 16GB RAM users might need to lower these parameters)

• In the DepthMap node, you can decrease the Downscale setting from 2 [default] to 1 (note: 
this will increase processing times by 4x)

• If you’re getting holes in your mesh, in DepthMapFilter, you can reduce the Min Consistent 
Cameras to 2 and Min Consistent Cameras Bad Similarity to 3

https://docs.google.com/document/d/17HYtYS1tvx053k3_nO6Z2GnP2R3cXMlGMN-1WIe3kJE/edit#heading=h.7s2zp5yx6pfi


• if your mesh is still noisy generally more noisy than you’d like, you can increase the 
MeshFiltering Smoothing iteration amount.

However, after some iteration and tweaking settings, I wasn’t getting a mesh that looked all that 
different from the default settings. This might be tied to the limited quality of my camera and the 
small size of the scene.

The biggest improvement in mesh quality I observed was setting the DepthMap downscale factor to
1 (default 2).

Mesh retopology and quick editing / crop
It’s recommended to edit the higher poly mesh to have a “master mesh” (the result before 
MeshDecimate), so that when you create lower poly derivatives, you don’t need to redo all your 
work.

Step 5: Launch Meshmixer to edit the mesh

• Drag and drop the mesh you’d like to edit (recall that you can right-click on the last node 
you processed and select “Open Folder” to find your mesh)

• If there are floaty triangles that you’d like to get rid of, select the “Select” tool (shortcut “S” 
key), double click on the largest component, then press “I” to invert your selection to 
everything that’s not connected to the mesh. (note there, the MeshFiltering node also has an 
option to “Keep Only the Largest Mesh” which I could’ve used)

• Now let’s crop out the surroundings with a clean cut. Select Edit > Plane Cut. Left-click and

http://www.meshmixer.com/download.html


• There might be some parts of the mesh you’d like to smooth out. I use the Sculpt>Robust 
Smooth tool as seen in the gif bellow.

• If you’re happy with your edits, export is as an OBJ to any accessible folder (doesn’t need to
be your Meshroom project’s directory) and use this mesh as your “Master Mesh”.

Re-import mesh into Meshmixer
We’re almost there! We just need to decimate and texture, and we’ll be done.

The mesh re-import process can be done on any Node that accepts meshes as an input. You just 
need to disconnect the link from the previous node so you can type in the directory of the mesh 
you’d like to import.

Step 6: re-import mesh into Meshroom

• Create a MeshDecimate node and connect it between Meshfiltering and Texturing

• Now, to import the Meshmixer edited “master mesh”, disconnect the MeshDecimate Input 
link, select MeshDecimate, and drag and drop your edited OBJ onto the Input Mesh text 
field (as seen in the gif bellow).

• Select MeshDecimate, and change Max Vertices to 50,000 (equivalent to 100k poly)

Texturing Settings
Final Step: Select Texturing node, and click compute.

The default Texturing node settings will produce a high quality result, as seen in the screenshot 
bellow.

The problem is, textures take can take lot of space, as this is 43.6 MB



To meet Sketchfab’s basic account’s upload limit (50mb), I changed the settings to the following, 
totaling 23.9 MB.

[EDIT: I originally wrote this thinking the limit was 30 mb, not 50. However it’s still useful to find 
ways of minimizing file space while minimizing reducing quality]

• Texture Downscale: 1 (so it uses the full resolution of the images)
• Texture Size: 4k
• Unwrap method: LCSM (which limits to 1 texture map)

Best Texturing settings:

• Downscale: 1 (default is 2)
• Unwrap: Default (will produce multiple textures)
• Max number of Images For Fusion: 3 or bellow (the less images per fusion, the sharper the 

image, but there’s a tradeoff if certain areas dont have enough images)

Let’s do a quick comparison between a few texturing settings.



Downscale 1, one 4k texture, LCSM unwrap — 23.9 MB

[Default] Downscale 2, four 8k textures, Basic unwrap — 43.6 MB

https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/brick-fireplace-8k-texture-downscale-2-b705d2214e6047d4982f097a116c01fb
https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/brick-fireplace-4k-texture-downscale-1-ddfa21353122447aa4d598a91ab84c5f


You’re done! Congrats
To export your textured mesh, right-click on the Texturing node and select Open Folder. Your 
Photogrammetry scan is the OBJ, MTL, and all the PNG texture files.



Publish your work
Now that you’re done, you want to do stuff with your Photogrammetry scans right? You can upload 
to Sketchfab to show off and share, you can import it into Unity or Tiltbrush, and even 3D print it!

Preferable Sketchfab 3D Settings for unlit Photogrammetry
• Shading: Shadeless
• Vertex Colors: off (typical for Metashape/RealityCapture uploads with colorized verts)
• Add a Ground Shadow > Baked AO for better framing
• Straighten model till it’s straight
• Pick a nice perspective and “Save View” as the model’s thumbnail and its starting position

Further Reading & Documentation

Documenation
• Meshroom Documentation — Google Doc  

Tutorials and Testing
• Sketchfab — Meshroom Tutorial for Beginners  
• Peter Falkingham — Small Object Photogrammetry  
• Peter Falkingham — Getting the most out of Meshroom  

Azad Balabanian is the Director of Photogrammetry at Realities.io

Follow him on Twitter to keep up with all things Drones + VR + Photogrammetry.

Download the FREE Realities app on Steam
Explore the results of our Photogrammetry workflow in beautiful and detailed environments from 
the around the world in VR.

Download from Steam for Oculus Rift / HTC Vive.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/452710/Realities/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/452710/Realities/
http://twitter.com/azadux
https://peterfalkingham.com/2018/10/25/getting-the-most-out-of-alicevision-meshroom-tweaking-parameters/
https://peterfalkingham.com/2019/01/16/small-object-photogrammetry-how-to-take-photos/
https://sketchfab.com/blogs/community/tutorial-meshroom-for-beginners/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17HYtYS1tvx053k3_nO6Z2GnP2R3cXMlGMN-1WIe3kJE/edit
http://azadux.com/import
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